KAKUSHIN ECOSYSTEM IN NUTSHELL
WHAT WE BELIEVE
Since the creation of this world, every living being has been following the 3 essential K’s for the soul
purpose of surviving, sustaining & flourishing in environment & ecosystem they belong to. Either you
INNOVATE or you DIE.




Kaizen =>Kai (change) + Zen (better) => Change for better.
Kaikaku=> Kai (change) + kaku (revolution) => Change for revolution.
Kakushin=> Kaku (revolution) + Shin (new or innovation)

We believe innovation is not about creating the next mousetrap but solving real problems. Innovation is
different from creativity & invention. While creativity & inventions are often solution-centric, successful
innovations are inherently problem-centric. In fact, great innovators are indifferent to solutions as long
as they solve the problem they are obsessed with.

OUR VISION
Our vision is to empower Intellectual Property Owners by providing a comprehensive searching, sorting,
safeguarding, of IPR via a smart Hyper ledger mechanism. Generating and gathering funds for applying
for patents/copyrights/trademarks. Monetization of IPR via innovators & inventors by funding them for
research & development, & access to an apt & optimum production unit to convert a concept in to a
product, & a market to sell the innovative & a good quality product which is desired by consumers,
technically possible & viable in marketplace through Kakushin Ecosystem (KES).







Search, sort and identify the existing Patents and IPR owners all around the world.
Crowdfunding and crowdinvesting for purpose of IP registration and patent/copyrights
registration.
Market place to sell, lease, lean intellectual properties, patents, copyrights, trademarks
and products and services directly to investors, manufacturers and/or end user/s.
Creation of an Ecosystem to promote and nurture innovation & creativity, by monetization of
IPR into a product &/or service.
Crypto currency Trading Platform; Exchange
ICO incubation and comprehensive consulting

KES is the key, to unlock the doors of immense opportunities and potential by creating an ecosystem
necessary for seekers, researchers, innovators, developers, and inventors. Kakushin Ecosystem will
prove to be the perfect environment to give birth, nurture, and flourish an idea/concept into a real and
viable product, to be used by consumers.
Since the decentralization of research based infrastructure has already started and the future of R&D is
distributed. It is inevitable that the power of R&D would be in everyone’s hands.
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